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The field of environmental chemistry has evolved significantly since the publication of the first

edition of Environmental Chemistry. Throughout the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s long life, it has chronicled

emerging issues such as organochloride pesticides, detergent phosphates, stratospheric ozone

depletion, the banning of chlorofluorocarbons, and greenhouse warming. During this time the first

Nobel Prize for environmental chemistry was awarded. Written by environmental chemist Stanley

Manahan, each edition has reflected the fieldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s shift of emphasis from pollution and its

effects to its current emphasis on sustainability.  What makes this book so enduring? Completely

revised, this ninth edition retains the organizational structure that has made past editions so popular

with students and professors while updating coverage of principles, tools, and techniques to provide

fundamental understanding of environmental chemistry and its applications. It includes end-of

chapter questions and problems, and a solutions manual is available upon qualifying course

adoptions. Rather than immediately discussing specific environmental problems, Manahan

systematically develops the concept of environmental chemistry so that when he covers specific

pollutions problems the background necessary to understand the problem has already been

developed.  New in the Ninth Edition:   revised discussion of sustainability and environmental

science updates information on chemical fate and transport, cycles of matter examination of the

connection between environmental chemistry and green chemistry coverage of transgenic crops the

role of energy in sustainability potential use of toxic substances in terrorist attacks   Manahan

emphasizes the importance of the anthrosphere Ã¢â‚¬â€œ that part of the environment made and

operated by humans and their technologies. Acknowledging technology will be used to support

humankind on the planet, it is important that the anthrosphere be designed and operated in a

manner that is compatible with sustainability and that it interacts constructively with the other

environmental spheres. With clear explanations, real-world examples, and updated questions and

answers, the book emphases the concepts essential to the practice of environmental science,

technology, and chemistry while introducing the newest innovations in the field. Readily adapted for

classroom use, a solutions manual is available with qualifying course adoption.
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Stanley E. Manahan is professor emeritus of chemistry at the University of

MissouriÃ¢â‚¬â€œColumbia, where he has been on the faculty since 1965. He received his AB in

chemistry from Emporia State University in 1960 and his PhD in analytical chemistry from the

University of Kansas in 1965. Since 1968 his primary research and professional activities have been

in environmental chemistry, toxicological chemistry, and waste treatment. His classic textbook,

Environmental Chemistry, has been in print continuously in various editions since 1972 and is the

longest standing title on this subject in the world. His other books are Fundamentals of

Environmental Chemistry, 3rd ed. (Taylor & Francis/CRC Press, 2009), Fundamentals of

Sustainable Chemical Science (Taylor & Francis/CRC Press, 2009), Environmental Science and

Technology, 2nd ed. (Taylor & Francis, 2006), Green Chemistry and the Ten Commandments of

Sustainability, 2nd ed. (ChemChar Research, Inc, 2006), Toxicological Chemistry and Biochemistry,

3rd ed. (CRC Press/Lewis Publishers, 2001), Industrial Ecology: Environmental Chemistry and

Hazardous Waste (CRC Press/Lewis Publishers, 1999), Environmental Science and Technology

(CRC Press/ Lewis Publishers, 1997), Hazardous Waste Chemistry, Toxicology and Treatment

(Lewis Publishers, 1992), Quantitative Chemical Analysis (Brooks/Cole, 1986), and General Applied

Chemistry, 2nd ed. (Willard Grant Press, 1982). Dr. Manahan has lectured on the topics of

environmental chemistry, toxicological chemistry, waste treatment, and green chemistry throughout

the United States as an American Chemical Society Local Section Tour Speaker and has presented

plenary lectures on these topics in international meetings in Puerto Rico; the University of the Andes

in Merida, Venezuela; Hokkaido University in Japan; the National Autonomous University in Mexico

City; France; and Italy. He was the recipient of the Year 2000 Award of the Environmental

Chemistry Division of the Italian Chemical Society. His research specialty is gasification of

hazardous wastes.



Poor structure. Data is just thrown at the reader in a way that doesnt help to build new knowledge. I

certenly dont recomend it. Complexity varies wildly. Extermely poor diagrams.

Good textbook, easy to read and informative. The illustrations look like they were made by a 3 year

old with clip art though.

A very good graduate student/reference level text on Environmental Chemistry. There is probably

too much detail for an undergraduate course (Baird and Cann is probably better at that level)

It's a little strange to write a review for a college textbooks that I had no choice but to buy. The book

is comprehensive and fairly easy to follow. My only complaint is that the tone is a little slanted

toward the environmental activist side.

Great Book!Price could be little lower!

Tear and binding not as expected but other than that good condition.

This text was very helpful for my class and I LOVED the ebook I rented. I could search for topics,

jump around with the table of contents or look up specific pages mentioned by my professor. The

rented text book was exactly what I needed and very user friendly.

I am writing to report that I was very satisfied with this company. They sent the book on time even

before the semester started. I will buy books and other products from them in the future. Trust me

they keep their promise.
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